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Inconsiderate Expository Text!
by Leonie M. Rose, Ph.D.

When dealing with inconsiderate
expository text the following questions
come to mind: Why are expository texts
usually more likely to be inconsiderate
than narrative texts? How do we know
when text is inconsiderate? How can
teachers deal with inconsiderate
expository texts? and What can readers
do about inconsiderate texts? This
article deals with each of these issues.
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
NARRATIVE AND
EXPOSITORY TEXTS

Why are expository texts usually
more likely to be inconsiderate? The
main answer to this question lies in the
differences between the two forms of
written discourse. Narratives are more
human in that they are storylike, inherently interesting, link emotions to facts,
and that the information can be exaggerated or incorrect while still maintaining acceptability. Narrative structure uses a single organizational pattern
that all stories follow. This structure includes: setting with characters, time
and place; plot development with a
problem and episodes; resolution
where the problem is solved and the
characters react; and a theme or underlying message to be learned from the
author. Because of this common organizational pattern, narrative text provides
readers with a predictable framework
which is fairly easy to identify. Stories

are familiar to students because they are
used from the time children are infants
both to entertain and as a means for
learning to read.
On the other hand, expository formats present information and the relationship of ideas rather than stories, use
technical and more difficult vocabulary,
contain concepts that are often new
and/ or abstract to readers, material that
is often more densely packed with
information, and writing styles that are
often less engaging. An added dilemma
is that while narrative text uses only
one organizational pattern, expository
text utilizes a number of organizational
patterns. All of these factors lend themselves to' the concerns which can cause a
text to be inconsiderate.
The Michigan Board of Education
has adopted the six expository text patterns outlined by Piccolo (1986) which
are listed here in order of easiest to
most difficult for readers to comprehend:
1. Description: gives information about
a topic by presenting its attributes by
giving explanations and definitions
of terms and concepts.
2. Enumerative: supports the main idea
by giving examples or lists without a
particular order while using signal
words such as to begin with, next,
finally, for example.
3. Sequence: supports the main idea by
arranging the supporting details in a
prescribed order such as time order

or a certain order for directions using
signal words such as on (date), as,
before, after, when.
4. Cause/Effect: shows a causal relationship using words such as because, since, as a result of, if...then.
5. Comparison/Contrast: points out
similarities and differences between
two or more topics using words such
as but, however, on the other hand,
not only..... but also, although.
6. Problem/Solution: provides a problem and solution format and uses
many of the same signal words as
cause effect such as consequently,
this led to, thus.
WHEN ARE TEXTS
INCONSIDERATE?
Inconsiderate texts are basically not
user friendly. They can create roadblocks to comprehension in several
ways. Meyer and Rice (1984) maintain
that the quality of the text has important implications for how successful
readers will be in achieving comprehension of that text. According to Anderson
and Armbruster (1984) inconsiderate
text may include any or all of the
following features:
1. Unclear referents for pronouns or adverbs so that students must spend
extra time to decide what the relationship to previous material is as in
the following example: Rome is a
city-state. A city-state is a city plus
the lands it controls. Ur was also a
city-state. It controlled a large area of
land from which it got the food it
needed. What are the referents for all
those its?
2. Irrelevant information that can confuse the reader or lead away from the
point of the information as in the following example: The second century
is the years from 100 to 199. We live
in the twentieth century. In what year

will it end? The question does not
deal with information that is needed
for understanding the passage about
The Roman Empire. It is unnecessary
information. Also, does the it refer t9
the second century or the twentieth
century?
3. Challenging vocabulary that is inappropriate for the reading level of
the students such as kilometers, regions, emperor, centers of government, borders, officials, merchants,
provincial, conquered, post house,
passports, goods for beginning
fourth grade students. None of these
words were defined in the immediate
context of the passage. Some were
not defined at all.
4. Information density where the concepts are not spaced appropriately
and are placed too many in too short
a space or in too few words. Within
five pages of text and two pages of a
map within the text of The Roman
Empire, the following concepts were
dealt with: empire, capital, map reading skills, chart reading with goods
undefined, city-state and it's benefits,
provinces and how they helped a
city-state rule, why new cities were
built in provinces, how cities went
from army camps to cities, benefits of
the cities, Rome's gift to the provinces, purpose of roads, miles of roads,
why roads were built, who used the
roads for what reasons, why Rome
was a trade center, kinds of goods
brought to Rome before and after it
became an empire, places that
brought the goods, the relationship
between trade and goods, how money came to be used, what was used
before money, and what was used for
money. That is a minimum of twenty-three concepts that are readily evident in the passage.
5. Inappropriate expectations of prior
knowledge such as assuming that

students know about the names of
current countries and their boundaries in Europe and the Middle East
by the beginning of fourth grade, the
relationship between trade and
goods, the ability to read charts, the
ability to read maps, and knowledge
of many undefined vocabulary
words such as conquered.
6. Poor internal organization where the
author's intent is unclear, not logical
or inconsistent. The text of The
Roman Empire does not use one type
of expository text structure consistently. Often a sequence pattern is
mixed with a describing pattern and
the order of events listed is not always in a logical sequential order.
For example the section on cities
jumps from telling how the cities
started to the benefits of the Roman
Empire.
7. Lack of external organization features such as introductions, headings, summaries, bold words, graphs
that are easily understood, charts
that the students can understand and
relevant questions at all levels rather
than just the literal level. The map in
the passage The Roman Empire does
not provide any clue to what the
countries are currently called or their
boundaries yet readers are expected
to know this. The chart does not clarify what goods are and how goods
are related to trade clearly. The questions provided in the text are often irrelevant to the material as demonstrated by the question listed for irrelevant information above. There
was no summary to this passage. It
just ended.
Vacca and Vacca (1989) suggest that
if a teacher converts the headings in a
text chapter into questions and that if
the passage content for each heading
does not provide enough information to
answer the question and make the pas-

sage meaningful then that material is
inconsiderate. An incon'siderate text
also requires the reader to struggle with
additional mental effort to compensate
for poorly organized material. Another
factor that they mention is the interestability of the material to the particular
group of students. Materials that do not
have relevance for the students are also
inconsiderate. How relevant is the topic
of the Roman Empire to beginning
fourth graders? Some questions to consider for interestability are these:
• Does the teacher's manual
provide introductory activities
that will capture student's
interest?
• Are chapter titles and
subheadings concrete,
meaningful, or interesting?
• Is the writing style of the tdt appealing to students?
• Does the material clearly show
how the knowledge being learned
will benefit the learner in the
future?
Manzo and Manzo (1990) noted
that a text that does not have abstract
concepts linked to examples and situations that are familiar to students, that
do not define technical terms in the context as they appear, that do not have
one idea leading logically to the next
and that has writing which is not brief,
concise and to the point is not a user
friendly or considerate text. According
to Richardson and Morgan (1990)
authors who do not keep their readers
in mind as they write by taking into account what readers should be expected
to know and what they will need an
author's help to learn are not fulfilling
their responsibility to be considerate to
readers. The passage being examined
did not always define terms in the context as they appeared. Sometimes they
were explained through inference in
other parts of the text or not at all.

Another method for determining
the considerateness of a text is the readability level determined by a readability
formula. Results from readability formulas must be used as only one piece of
information because these measures
only examine the length of the words
and sentences. Although readability formulas assume shorter words and sentences are at a lower reading level, they
do not always guarantee that the passage will be easier to read. For example,
the first sentence that follows is longer
but it is explicit whereas the two that
follow are shorter but the reader must
infer the connection between the two
which takes more mental effort:
• John went home because he had
finished all of his work.
• John went home. He had finished
all of his work.
• Which sentence gives a better
visual image and more precise
comprehension?
• The calico cat scampered up the
carpeted stairway.
• The cat ran up the stairs.
The first sentence uses more and
longer words but the reader also has
more information to clearly understand
the author's intent. Shorter is not always easier to understand. Also, readability formulas do not take prior
knowledge of a topic into account
which ignores the impact of the reader
upon the comprehension process.
Which word would more likely be
within the prior knowledge of second
graders?
• television or vector
Second graders all know what television is but vector would be much
more difficult for them to grasp even if
they figured the word out through decoding by using phonic skills or context. Yet, a readability formula would.
find vector to be easier to read because
it has two syllables rather than the four

in television and has only six letters as
opposed to ten letters.
Three readability formulas were
applied to The Roman Empire with
varying results. The Raygor readability
formula found in Readence, Bean and
Baldwin (1989) gave the reading level
that was the closest to beginning fourth
grade reading level with a computed
readability level of approximately middle fifth grade. The Fry readability formula found in Singer and Donlan (1989)
placed the passage at the middle sixth
grade level and the SMOG readability
formula found in Crawley and Mountain (1988) placed the passage at the
eighth grade reading level. While readability formulas give only a ballpark
figure in determining whether a passage is an inconsiderate text or not, the
readability levels found along with the
qualitative measures for inconsiderate
text confirm the inconsiderateness of
this particular passage.
Because this passage was selected
from a social studies text used in third
grade, the concerns about inconsiderate
text are especially relevant to teachers
in the primary and intermediate grades
as well as middle school/junior high
teachers and high school teachers. Students will be exposed to inconsiderate
text on both tests and assigned reading
passages throughout their school years
and most likely in work related materials beyond formal schooling. Avoiding
these texts will not help students when
they are faced with comprehending
them later.
WHAT CAN TEACHERS DO ABOUT
INCONSIDERATE TEXT?

Teachers can help students deal
with inconsiderate texts in several
ways. Teachers can examine expository
text passages to determine whether
they are inconsiderate by asking ques-

tions related to the factors that cause a
passage to be inconsiderate. Many of
the content area textbooks listed in the
bibliography provide checklists for just
this purpose.
Teachers often find it beneficial to
determine the prior knowledge of the
students concerning the topic of the text
passage to decide whether the topic is
new or interesting to the students. One
simple way to do this is to brainstorm
as a whole class about the topic. Then
the teacher could have the students do a
K-W-L (Carr & Ogle, 1987) where the
students list what they know about the
topic, then list what they would like to
know about it before reading the information and compare what they did
learn from the passage to what they
wanted to learn. Another alternative is
to have the students make a semantic
map using the information they currently know before reading the material. Another quick way to determine
the readability of the passage for the
students along with their prior knowledge of the topic is to construct a doze
passage of the passage. If the majority
of the class replaces the blanks with the
correct words between forty and sixty
percent of the time, the material would
be at their instructional level. If not, the
teacher would need to supplement the
material to make it more readable and
to establish a better level of prior
knowledge for the concept to be taught.
Whenever a reader has some knowledge about the topic before reading the
material, his or her comprehension level
of the material is enhanced.
If the material is found to be inconsiderate, the teacher finds that he or she
must provide additional support to the
students while they are reading or they
are likely to have extreme difficulty
comprehending the material. How can
teachers support students while they
are reading expository materials? The

possibilities are endless. Some of the
most effective techniques for supporting students while they read inconsiderate text are study guides such as the following.
Guide-O-Rama (Cunningham and
Shablak, 1975) is a form of reading
guide with a set of "prompts" for students as to the best way to read and
think about a reading selection. In the
guide you might refer to pronoun referen ts, tell students to ignore irrelevant
information, have them work with difficult vocabulary terms, and/or provide
missing summaries. Figure 1 presents
an example of a Guide-O-Rama.
Steps to prepare a Guide-O-Rama:
1. Determine which concepts and information the students are expected to
learn from the reading.
2. Consider how an expert reader such
as the teacher would approach the
selection.
3. Point out unimportant as well as important information.
4. Forewarn the student what to expect
in class discussion of the material.
5. Direct the students as to the order the
material should be read such as reading the summary first.
6. Provide strategies such as reading a
short portion of the selection and
then summarizing the key points or
facts.

Marginal Glosses (Otto and Hayes,
1982) provide a system of marginal
notes that are added to explain concepts, point out relationships, and otherwise clarify the text as the student
reads. These are constructed by the
teacher and are provided for the student when a passage is assigned. Glosses provide a guide for the reader while
demonstrating the kinds of questions to
be asked during reading and provide a
model of what readers should do when
reading on their own. Marginal glosses

FIGURE 1
Guide-O-Rama for II Advertising: The Permissible Lie"
Grade: Ninth
Purpose: To provide support in comprehending the selection and to develop critical
thinking skills.
Page 128. Read the title. Write a definition of a permissible lie. Give an example of
this type of lie.
Page 128, par. 1. Do you agree with this quotation? Why or why not?
Pages 128-129. Read paragraphs 2-6 slowly and carefully. What aspects of TV were
"borrowed" from radio? Write them down. From personal experience, do you think
TV reflects reality? Jot an answer down, then continue reading.
Pages 129-130. Read paragraphs 7-15 quickly. What specific type of commercials
are being discussed?
Pages 130-131. Read paragraphs 16-26 to find out the author's opinion of this type
of commercial.
Page 131. Read paragraph 27. The author gives an opinion here. Do you agree?
Pages 131-133. Read to page 133, paragraph 45. You can skim this section, slowing
down to read parts that especially interesting to you. What are some current
popular phrases or ideas in modern advertising? Think of some commercials
you've seen on TV. List another word or idea or fad that's used in a lot of
advertising.
Pages 133-134. Read Paragraphs 45-50 quickly. Give your own example of a
"biased" advertisement.
Page 134, par. 51. According to the author, what is a good test for an advertisement? Do you agree? Would most advertisements pass or fail the test? Try out a
few.
Page 134, par. 52. Restate the quote here in your own words.

After reading the assignment, summarize what you read in one hundred words or less.

Adapted from Vacca and Vacca, 1989.
can be used to clarify the parts of the
text that are inconsiderate.
Steps to prepare Marginal Glosses:
1. Preview the selection to identify vocabulary or other material to emphasize or clarify.
2. Write the marginal notes on copies of
the original passage. Glosses can be
used for all or part of a selection.
3. Give copies of the passage with glosses to students to insert in the appropriate places in their texts and refer
to as they read.
Singer and Donlan (1989) suggest
an alternative approach to creating

Marginal Glosses:
1. Fold a ditto master against the margin of a difficult portion of the text
selection.
2. Identify the book page at the top of
the master and line numbers beside
the teacher instructions to the student.
3. Write on the ditto master the marginal notes.
4. Duplicate and give students copies of
these glosses to match to the text
pages and lines as they read.

Pattern Guides (Herber, 1978) help
students perceive and use the major text
relationships that predominate in expository text. These patterns are difficult to detect without training, but once
students become aware of the importance of text organization and learn
how to search for relationships in text,
they can both understand the material
better and retain the information for future use. Pattern guides work best in
small discussion groups with a whole
class discussion as a follow-up activity.
Figures 2 and 3 provide examples of
Pattern Guides.
Steps needed to prepare a Pattern
Guide:
1. Read through the text selection and

2.

3.

4.

5.

identify a predominant pattern used
by the author.
Make the students aware of the pattern and how to interpret the
author's meaning as part of the total
lesson.
Develop an exercise that will have
the students interact with the structure of the relationships of the pattern of organization in the selection.
Provide modeling in how to perceive
the text pattern in small group and/
or whole group discussion.
Help students as needed while they
practice working with the chosen
pattern in their small groups.

FIGURE2
Pattern Guide for Communities Everywhere Have Needs

Grade: Sixth
Purpose: To show students the compari-son/ contrast text pattern by exploring how some
communities are alike and how they are different.
Directions:
1. Read each sentence.
2. Decide if the sentences tells how communities are alike or how they are different.
3. Place an A on the line in front of the sentence if it shows how communities are alike.
4. Place a Don the line in front of the sentence if it shows how communities are different.
5. Discuss your answers with your study buddy.
6. Then we will discuss the answers as a whole class.

_
_
_
_
_
_

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Communities everywhere have a need to communicate.
The people of China speak many different dialects.
The people of Africa speak many different dialects. One language spoken in Swahili.
People everywhere live and work together.
People everywhere need food and shelter.
The people of China use chopsticks when eating.
The people of Quebec speak France.
The people in Canada enjoy going to concerts just like the people in America.
The people of Africa enjoy listening to and watching a storyteller.
The people in Daktar enjoy watching television.
An abacus is used for counting in China.
People everywhere need transportation.
People everywhere need to communicate in writing.
The Chinese language has characters instead of letters.
Rice is an important grain in China.
Adapted from Richardson and Morgan (1990)

FIGURE3
Pattern Guide for "Impossible Pos-sum"
Grade: Second
Purpose: To make students aware of cause-effect relationships in a story.
Directions: Choose the effect from the EFFECT COLUMN and put the letter next to
the number that was the CAUSE.
CAUSES

EFFECTS

1. Randolph hung from his tail.
(pages 14 and 15)

a. He slept on the pile of leaves.

2. Randolph kept falling from the
tree. (page 18)

b. Randolph could hang by his tail
without help.

3. Randolph put sap on his tail.
(page 20)

c. He fell to the ground head first.

4. The sap dried up. (page 22)

d. Randolph didn't fall.

5. Geraldine tricked Randolph. (page

e. Geraldine rubbed sap on his tail.

24)

Adapted from Vacca and Vacca (1989b).
Three-Level Reading Guides
(Herber, 1978) connect and integrate the
lit-eral, inferential and applied levels of
comprehension with a series of statements which readers react to both as
they read and after they have finished
reading. These guides should be used
occasionally rather than as an activity
for every expository reading passage.
They are most helpful for material that
is difficult for students to grasp. When
this activity is first introduced to children, teachers should utilize it as a
whole class activity. This allows the students to understand the process and to
participate in discussion in a risk free
environment. After the students are
comfortable with using the Three-Level
Guides, this works best as a small
group activity followed by a class discussion. Three-Level Guides are especially helpful when students need to

understand a major content concept
and details that support it. The assistance that the three-level guides provide to student comprehension is immediately evident. For examples of
Three-Level Guides see Figures 4 and 5.
Steps needed to prepare a Three-Level
Guide:
1. Determine what the important ideas
are that should be emphasized. Examine the capabilities of your students, your objectives, and the difficulty of the text.
2. Begin with Level II, the interpretive
level. Ask yourself, "What does the
author mean?" Write down in your
own words what you think those inferences are by writing what makes
sense and fits your objectives. Make
sure your statements are clear and
simple to read.
3. Search the text for explicit pieces of

information needed to support the
inferences you have chosen for Level
II. Put these into statement form.
These are Level I, the literal level.
4. Decide if you want to go back and
add any distractor to Levels I and IL
If your students are younger students or if this is an new activity for
them, it is best not to include any distr actors. Later it is an individual
choice whether to include them or
not. There is no agreement as to
which way is better.
5. Develop statements for Level III, the

applied level. These statements
should go beyond the text material
and require the students to use their
prior know ledge along with the
material from the passage to justify
the statements.
6. Create your directions. Make sure the
directions are complete and clear.
You might want to use phrases such
as these at the various levels - "The
author says ... "(Level I); "The author
means ... "(Level II); and "We can
use ... " or "We can apply... " (Level
III).

FIGURE4

Three Level Guide for Story Problems
Grade: Fourth
Purpose: To have students interact at different levels using story problems while gaining
knowledge in solving them.
Directions: Read the story problem below and follow the directions for each level of the
guide. Remember there will be more than one correct answer for each level. After you have
finished check your answer with your study buddy or group before turning in your
assignment.
Problem: Max flew on Hooter Air Lines for four hours. The plane flew at an average speed
of 365 miles per hour. How many miles had Max traveled when he reached his destination?

Level I Directions: Place a check beside the correct answers.
What information is given in the problem?
_ 1. Max likes to fly.
2. The plane traveled 365 miles per hour.
3. The plane flew at an average speed of 365 miles per hour.
4. Max was in the air for four hours.
What information needs to be found?
_ 1. The number of passengers on the plane.
_ 2. The average speed of the flight.
3. How far Max traveled.
4. How many miles Max traveled.
_ 5. How much it cost Max to fly.
Level II. Directions: Check the statements that tell what needs to be done in Math to solve the
problem.
_ 1. one plane multiplied by 365 miles per hour.
2. four hours multiplied by 365 miles per hour.
3. one person multiplied by four hours.
4. 365 miles per hour multiplied by four hours.
5. 4 X365
6. 1 X365
7. 1 X4
8. 365 X4
Level III. Directions: Check the statements that tell what ideas about Math are in this problem.
_ 1. Multiplication by two factors gives a product.
2. Multiplication is like repeated addition.
3. Multiplication requires two factors.
4. The commutative law works in multiplication.
5. Rate of travel times time of travel equals distance.
6. Rate of travel times distance of travel equals time of travel.

=

FIGURES:
Three-Level Guide for uThe Little Green Man"
Grade: Second
Purpose: To have students interact with the story at different levels of comprehension.
Directions: Follow the directions found at each level of the guide. Discuss your answers
with your study buddy or group when you are finished.

Level I Directions: Read pages 22-29. Check the items you believe say what the author says.
(They might not be the exact words.)
1. Zym was amazed at how Thompson got milk.
2. On Zym's planet all animals were machines.
3. Zym had sunflowers on his planet.
4. Zym helped Thompson plow the fields.
5. Zym turned the rocks to sand.
6. Zym wanted to show Betsy to the people on his planet.
Level II Directions: Read the story again and check the items you believe say what the
author means.
1. Zym was amazed by everything because he never saw those things before.
2. Zym's planet was very crowded.
3. Zym helped Thompson solve his problem.
4. Thompson and Zym ate each other's food to show they liked each other.
5. Thompson and Zym never saw each other again.

Level III Directions: Check the items below that might apply to our lives.
_ 1. People who are very different can be good friends.
2. By working together people can solve their problems.
3. Making new friends can change how we feel

Adapted from Vacca and Vacca (1989b)
Questioning techniques are also
effective in helping students interact
with expository text at all phases of the
reading process: before reading, during
reading, and after reading. Among the
numerous questioning techniques those
which follow are particularly useful in
helping students deal with inconsiderate texts.
Directed Reading-Thinking Activity (Staufer, 1969) develops critical reading and thinking by moving readers
through a process of predicting, verifying, judging and extending the expository selection. The teacher guides reading and promotes thinking by asking
guided and reflective questions at different points in the passage. For this
strategy to be successful the teacher
needs to provide a risk-free environment where children realize that "right"
answers are not the objective. Part of

this is providing think time for the
questions. The teacher needs to prepare
the questions ahead of time along with
determining the designated stopping
points. To do this, teachers choose the
relevant concepts, ideas, relationships,
and information in the passage.
Steps for using a DRTA with expository text:
1. Identify purposes for reading by asking questions such as the the following: From only reading the title what
do you think the author will present
in this passage? From this subheading what do you think the author
will tell us? Do this at the beginning
of the passage and after a discussion
for each stopping point to prepare
the students to read the next
assigned sectiop..
2. Adjust the amount of reading depending upon the purposes, nature,
and difficulty of the reading material;

skimming, scanning, and studying
are involved. Tell the students to
read to find out if their predictions
were correct.
3. Observe the reading by assisting students who request help and noting
abilities to adjust rate to purpose and
material, to comprehend material,
and to use decoding skills such as
use of context.
4. Guide comprehension by having students confirm their previous predictions by accepting, rejecting or altering what they thought the author
would tell them. Ask questions such
as: Were you correct about...? How
do you know that? What tells this in
the passage? Why did you think so?
How will this change your predictions?
Question-Answer-Relationships
(Raphael, 1984) teaches students the relationship that exists among questions,
the text, and the reader. A QAR organizes questions into two basic groups:
questions that are in the book and questions that require background knowledge. In the book questions have answers that can be found in the text.
There are two types of in the book
questions. One is right there which are
similar to literal level questions. They
require the student to find information
that is right there in the book and is
often explicitly stated information. The
other type is called think and search or
as Leu and Kinzer (1991) have renamed
it putting-it-together questions. Think
and search questions require the reader
to connect information stated in two or
more locations or making inferences.
The ·second category of questions is
termed in my head questions because
the reader must use prior knowledge to
find the answers. There are also two
types of in my head questions. One is
author and you which require the read-

er to connect information in. the text
with information that the reader
already knows or brings to the text. On
your own questions have answers that
are not in the text. The reader relies entirely on background experiences and
can answer these without reading the
text. Examples of QAR questions can be
seen in Figure 6.
Vacca and Vacca (1989) suggested
the following steps for teaching QARs
to students:
1. Introduce the concept of QARs by
showing students a chart or an overhead transparency containing a description of the four types of questions-answer relationships.
2. Begin by assigning students four
short passages that are no longer
than two to five sentences taken from
a text that is easy for them to read.
Follow each reading selection with
one question from each of the QAR
question types. Then discuss the differences between a "Right There"
question, a "Think and Search" question, an "Author and You" question,
and an "On Your Own" question. Explanations need to be clear and complete. Repeat this with additional
passages until the students begin to
catch on to the concept.
3. Continue on the second day by practicing with short passages with one
or two questions for each QAR type
per selection. First, give students a
passage to read with questions and
answers and identified QARs as in
Figure 6. Ask why the questions and
answers represent one type of QAR
and not another. Second, give students a passage with questions and
answers; this time they have to assign the QAR type to each. Finally,
give students passages, decide together which strategy to use, and
have them write their responses.
4. Review briefly on the third day. Then

assign a longer passage of 75 to 200
words with up to five questions with
at least one from each type of QAR.
First, have students work in groups
to decide the QAR type for each
question and the answers for each.
Next, assign a second passage, comparable in length, with five questions
for the students to work on individually. Discuss responses either in small
groups or the whole class.
5. Apply the QAR strategy to actual
content area assignments.

Reciprocal Teaching (Palinscar and
Brown, 1984) promotes comprehension
of expository material and when internalized helps readers improve metacognition or monitoring of their own reading. The goal of this strategy is for students to eventually take individual initiative for summarizing, questioning,
clarifying and predicting. The teacher
acts as a model in the beginning of
teaching this strategy as modeled in
Figure 7. Then the students and teacher
interact with the students taking more

FIGURE6
Examples of QAR Questions
Grade: Third
Purpose: To demonstrate the different types of questions in a question-answerrelationship.
Text: Bob and Claire wanted to go out to eat, so Bob called to make a reservation.
They drove to the restaurant, but when they arrived, no one was there. The door
was locked, and a sign said, "Closed on Mondays."
"What's going on?" Bob asked. "I just reserved a table over the phone."
Clair answered, "Are you sure you called the Steak House?"
"Oh," said Bob apologetically. "I think I may have called the Steak Place."

In the Book Questions
Right There
1.
Who wanted to go out to eat? (answer: Bob and Claire)
2.
Why did Bob call? (answer: to make a reservation)
Think and Search
1.
When did Bob and Clair drive to the restaurant? (answer: after Bob made
the reservation)
2.
At what restaurant did Bob make the reservation: (answer: the Steak Place)
In My Head Questions

Author and You
1.
At what restaurant were Bob and Claire? (answer: the Steak House)
2.
On what day did this story take place? (answer: Monday)
On Your Own
1.
How would you feel if you took a friend to dinner and the restaurant was
closed? (answer: will be different for many students, any good response is
accepted)
Adapted from Leu and Kinzer (1991).

control of the process under the teacher's guidance. The teacher provides
support when and where it is needed,
moving toward a gradual transfer of
control from the teacher to the students.
The steps involved in Reciprocal Teaching are:
1. Questioning: framing main-idea
questions that a teacher would ask
and avoiding detail or literal level
questions about a paragraph or longer portion of text.
2. Summarizing: identifying or
forming topic sentences; developing
labels for lists given in the text; and
deleting unimportant or redundant
material in the portion read.
3. Clarifying: identifying sections of
the paragraph or text that may be unclear such as vocabulary, unclear referents, unnecessary material, unclear
writing style, or too many concepts
together; and asking if there is anything in the reading portion that
makes it hard to understand.
4. Predicting: making predictions
about the content of the next
paragraph or portion of text that will
be read.
Although these techniques provide
teacher intervention on the behalf of
students, the best means to aid students
with inconsiderate text is to give them
the strategies that they need to become
independent, strategic readers. To accomplish this goal the teacher needs to
not only provide students with the
steps of appropriate strategies for dealing with the material but also needs to
provide students with the benefits of
learning the strategies chosen by the
teacher, how to use each of them, when
each is appropriate to use, where to use
them in the reading process, how to
monitor whether comprehension is taking place, how to evaluate whether the
strategy is working along with what to
do if it is not working and what the

reader needs to do with the information
once the material has been· comprehended.
Primary teachers can begin by exposing students to good expository material as well as literature that has a
story format, rhymes, songs and poetry.
Teachers need to model how they handle expository material and any strategies that they teach to children to help
them learn to read expository text. Expository patterns can be explored when
an informational passage is read to
children. Venn diagrams can be used to
explore similarities and differences in
both expository and narrative
structures that are appropriate. In
narrative structure two characters or
settings or versions of fairytales could
be compared and contrasted. Then the
diagram could be used with an
expository piece at the students' level
that uses a comparison contrast pattern.
Story staircases can be used to deal with
sequence in stories and can later be
used to deal with expository
information that follows the sequence
pattern. A circular story map can be
drawn for stories such as The Rooster
Who Set Out to See the World by Eric
Carle. Then children can use the same
type of circular map to show the life
cycle of a frog, or the water cycle.
Problem/ solution can be dealt with in
narratives first by examining plot structure and how characters go about solving problems. Then students can be lead
in language experience stories to solving a problem that occurs in the classroom. Then the teacher can read an expository passage that has a problem/
solution format and guide the students
with finding the problem and its
solutions or possible solutions. Cause
and effect can be handled in a similar
fashion. Teachers can create a causeeffect pattern guide for narratives such
as Impossible Possum by Ellen
Conford (see Figure 3). Then the

FIGURE 7
Example of Modeling in Reciprocal Teaching

Grade: Sixth
Purpose: To demonstrate to students how to use reciprocal teaching
Text: The people of Spain didn't want other people to find out about their special drink that
came from Mexico. They kept it a secret for over a hundred years.
Finally, though, other people found out about the secret. They learned where the special
beans came from. Then they started growing the kakahuatl tree, or cacao tree, in other parts
of the world so they could get more of the special beans. Still, only the very rich people
could afford the special chocolate drink because the cacao beans were still so expensive.
Today, cacao beans grow around the world and chocolate is not so expen-sive. We can
all eat chocolate because so many cacao trees produce the chocolate bean.

Question
Teacher: Let's see. Let me look at the chart we made for the reciprocal teaching strategy.
First, I need to ask a question that a teacher would ask about this portion of the passage. I
know one. Are there more cacao trees now or when the Spanish were keeping their secret?
Student: I know. There are more now.
Teacher: Good. How did you figure that out?
Student: I read two things in the story and put them together. First it says everyone is
growing them around the world, and it also says that chocolate is not so expensive now. If
we had fewer trees today, it would be more expensive, not less.

Summarize
Teacher: Great! Now, I need to summarize and ask myself, "What did I read?" Well, I read
that Spain kept the secret of chocolate, but now it's not a secret, and we can all eat chocolate.
I'm glad about that. I really like chocolate.

Clarify
Teacher: Now let's see. I need to ask, "Are there any parts that are not clear to me?" Yes. I'm
not really clear about what kakahuatl trees are and how chocolate relates to these trees. I
better read that part again. So I'll read it aloud slowly. Well, right after kakahuatl tree it says
"or cacao tree" so that must be another name for the same kind of tree. But I still don't see
how it's related to chocolate. So I'll read further and see if I can find an answer later in the
passage. Oh, here it is in the very last sentence. Since chocolate is made from chocolate
beans that grow on the cacao tree then it also comes from kakahuatl trees.

Predict
Teacher: OK. Now I need to ask, "What will probably happen next in this passage?"
Another Student: I think we're going to read about all the different kinds of chocolate they
make. At the end of this section it talks about how we all eat chocolate. It sounds like the
author will tell us next about all the different ways we use chocolate.
Teacher: Let's read the next two pages to ourselves and find out what the author does talk
about next.

Adapted from Leu and Kinzer (1991)
students can use the pattern guide with
a simple expository text with this type
of organizational pattern. Children can
find main ideas by dealing with the
herringbone technique (Walker, 1989)

which requires them to find who, what,
when, where, why and how and then
using that information to create a
sentence'that becomes the main idea.
Techniques such as semantic mapping

and vocabulary word webs are effective
with both narrative and expository
materials. Primary teachers can also
encourage children to write expository
materials during writing workshops as
well as stories or poems.
Intermediate, middle school/junior
high and high school teachers can use
many of the techniques suggested to the
primary teacher. They can also provide
before reading strategies such as previewing the text, turning headings into
questions, making predictions about the
content of the passage, K'-W-L, DRTA,
PreP, Anticipation Guides, and making
analogies to aid background knowledge. Any of the strategies mentioned
earlier in this article are appropriate for
use during reading. Still another alternative is providing multiple texts at

varying reading levels al:!out the same
topic and using the newspaper to reinforce concepts. Strategies to use after
reading the material are discussions of
the material through cooperative learning assignments as well as whole class
discussions after using strategies during
reading, critical reading and reasoning
activities, and study strategies to help
retain the information. Some examples
of study strategies include: SQ3R, outlining, note taking, summarizing, revisiting a semantic map to reorganize and
add information, and using writing
strategies such as journal entries.
One crucial area is that the teacher
model how he or she deals with inconsiderate text, how to use the strategies,
how to monitor comprehension and
what to do when there is a problem

FIGURES

Think-Aloud Checklist
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Hardly
Ever
WHAT I DID
Made predictions of what would
happen next
Made pictures in my mind of what
I read
Used the word like to make comparisons to what I know
Checked to see if I still understood
what I was reading
Used fix-up strategies when I had
trouble understanding what I was
reading
Reflected about what I learned
when I finished reading
Used what I learned in some way

HOW OFTEN I DID IT
Some
Often
All
the time

with understanding the material. Students benefit from being shown effective strategies to use before reading the
material, strategies to use while reading
the material and after reading strategies. One technique for modeling that is
applicable to all levels is the ThinkAloud (Davey, 1983). A Think-Aloud is
a procedure designed to make public
one's thoughts. The reader states the
thought process and decisions that occur while reading. The teacher shares
with the students how he or she makes
sense of a passage, especially an inconsiderate passage. During this time the
teacher focuses on the use of predictions, imagery, links between background knowledge and the text, monitoring to see whether understanding is
taking place, and providing fix-up strategies. Once the teacher has modeled
consistently how to use think-alouds
then the students need to begin using
the process as well. Figure 8 provides
an example of a check sheet for monitoring the use of think-aloud strategies.
WHAT CAN READERS DO ABOUT
INCONSIDERATE TEXT?

Students who are active, strategic
readers have a much better chance of
understanding material whether it is inconsiderate or not. Strategic readers are
those who plan; use strategies while
reading; monitor their own reading;
employ fix-up strategies as needed; and
summarize, evaluate and apply what
they have read.
Strategic readers plan in several
ways. They determine whether the
passage is a narrative or an expository
piece to set their expectations about the
format that they will need to deal with.
If the material is expository, active readers preview by reading the introduction, the headings and the summary.
They often turn the headings into ques-

tions to answer as they read. Strategic
readers also activate their prior knowledge by asking themselves questions
such as what do I already know about
this topic and what do I want to find
out about it. They set a purpose for
reading the material other than the fact
that it was assigned by the teacher.
While previewing, the active reader often samples the text to determine what
the main organizational pattern or patterns are in the passage. The active
reader then decides which strategies
might work while reading the passage
to help in understanding it and in retaining the information for later use.
Next, the active reader begins reading the passage while using the strategy
or strategies selected during planning.
The reader focuses on the important information by eliminating or skimming
past that which is unimportant. While
reading, the strategic reader uses some
means of organizing the material
whether it involves a K-W-L, Semantic
Mapping, QAR, Reciprocal Teaching,
note taking, marginal glosses, semantic
feature analysis grids, SQ3R or whatever method is appropriate and works
for that student. The active reader is
constantly predicting and anticipating
what information the author will present next. The strategic reader uses context clues and prior knowledge to determine the meaning of new vocabulary
terms and familiar words used in new
ways. Knowledge of the text structure
utilized by this author is used to assist
in comprehension of the passage. The
student is checking to find how this
new information relates to what he/she
knew before reading the material. Also
during this time, active readers are
monitoring their comprehension to determine whether the text is still making
sense, whether they are still dealing
effectively with the material and whether {he strategy is working for this pas-

sage. When a problem surfaces, the
strategic reader applies fix up strategies
such as reading more slowly to understand better; reading ahead to look for
clues to make the unclear portion make
more sense; going back and re-reading
two or three times to try to make sense
of the problem area; using maps, charts,
graphs or other aids to assist in understanding; sometimes looking a term up
in the glossary or dictionary; perhaps
asking another student for clarification
as in reciprocal teaching; or changing to
another learning strategy such as outlining, conceptual mapping, or DRTA;
or even asking the teacher for help as a
last resort.
After reading the material, the
strategic reader may finish a strategy
such as the Lin K-W-L or revise a semantic map to reflect new knowledge,
will reflect upon what has been read
and how that fits into the reader's prior
know ledge to become a part of the
reader's schema, usually summarizes
what has been read, will think critically
about the value of the information in
the passage, sometimes seeks additional
information through research to find
unanswered questions or to learn more
about a topic, may find a way to apply
the new information in another set of
circumstances and feels successful
because of his/her own efforts.
The information provided concerning the role of the reader in dealing
with inconsiderate text is a synthesis of
information provided in the following
texts: Crawley & Mountain, 1988;
Manzo & Manzo, 1990; Readence, Bean,
& Baldwin, 1989; Richardson & Morgan, 1990; Singer & Donlan, 1989; and
Vacca & Vacca, 1989.
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